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Abstract
This pilot research is carried out to verify and investigate the reliability of the instrument to evaluate interactive multimedia module software for Shielded Metal Arc Welding. This questionnaire instrument is modified by the researchers to measure the construct of the aspect, perception, content aspect, technical aspect and multimedia aspect. This instrument is made up of 66 items with Likert scale and given to 30 Welding Technology students from a Vocational College in Kelantan. In order to have a convincing reliability, researchers carry out content and face verification on the developed questionnaire. Hence, SPSS software is used to analyse the data. The results show a very high reliability of the overall construct is .96 in the Likert scale. The result of the investigation finds that 66 items can be maintained and used in evaluating the interactive multimedia module software in the real research on Malaysian Vocational College.
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Introduction
The application of technology in the learning and teaching especially aided by multimedia is seen to be producing a positive impact on students’ achievements, whether they are from the rural or urban areas (Yazid, 2012; Shaiful et. al, 2018). There is a vast difference on education, if it was to be compared with the education from a few ages ago. This is because in the previous education system, teachers used blackboards as the medium teaching and learning. There were not a lot of teachers and educators who were able to develop their own teaching materials using technology and multimedia as a base. Most of them were using software and resources provided by the Ministry of Education. However, that has changed in the world today. Every school or academic institution in Malaysia is now equipped with computers and LCD. This shows that education in Malaysia is not left
behind in the fast moving development in the era today. Teachers even have the ability and mastery in operating ICT and applying it in developing their own teaching material, based on technology and multimedia (Muhammad & Bahrun, 2010; Razak & Rahman, 2013; Rahim et. al, 2017).

The use of the technology in education will attract the attention (Sudatha et. al, 2017) and interest (Mahmood, 2016) of students. It will also enhance the students’ visual and hearing senses that will help them to learn while having fun (Abdullah & Ahmad, 2017). It is also stated by Komal et. al, (2012) in his study, ‘YouTube and the expanding role of videos in Dermatologic Surgery Education’. It is stated that the use of video enables the students to understand a practical procedure with more ease as compared to reading it from academic books. Mokhtar and Rahman (2010) have also done a research on the effectiveness of the use of one of the multimedia elements in teaching and learning. The result shows that the students agree that the use of multimedia elements in the teaching and learning will increase students’ interest and motivation while helping them in understanding a topic more as it could include a lot of content in one place. The use of multimedia in the teaching and learning process is very effective in leaving a deep learning in students, especially among engineering students. This is proven in the results obtained Abdullah and Ahmad (2017), along with Fatim et. al. (2014) in their studies. Students really agree on the use of multimedia in making them focus more on the learning delivered by their teachers.

Research Objective
The objective of this research is to determine the reliability of the evaluation instrument on interactive multimedia module software for Shielded Metal Arc Welding. Specifically this research is carried out to determine the value of the reliability of the instrument through the alpha coefficient analysis.

Methodology Research
Before the instrument is given out for the pilot research, it has been through a content and face validity process to look through its language aspect, structure and the words arrangement, whether they are appropriate with the components in the measurement and the meaning of the asked items (Lily et. al, 2018).

The evaluation instrument on the interactive multimedia module software for Shielded Metal Arc Welding has been piloted on 30 students of Welding Technology in three Vocational Colleges (Pengkalan Chepa Vocational College, Tanah Merah Vocational College and Kuala Krai Vocational College) in Kelantan. The questionnaire is conducted by the Leader of the Welding Technology Program in each of the Vocational College. Briefing is given to the Program Leaders involved. The respondents are chosen by the school after discussions are done with the Program Leaders. Overall, students from all three vocational colleges take 30-45 minutes to complete the questionnaires.

The Reliability of the Evaluation Instrument on the Module Software Development
Pilot study is carried out to obtain the data that can help the researchers to refine the evaluation items on the module software development before the real research is carried out. The reliability analysis is an analysis of the instrument that will be used in the research to determine the instrument
used to measure whether a construct is accurate, consistent and reliable. In other words, a measuring tool or instrument should be tested to have a high reliability (Darusalam & Hussin, 2016). The reliability analysis procedure has been used in the questionnaire instrument. This analysis is done to estimate the inner consistency of an instrument (Darusalam & Hussin, 2016). This is to ensure the connecting ability is consistent between the items that form a construct in a developed instrument. In the pilot research analysis, researchers have used Alpha Cronbach value to measure the inner consistency between the items that form a construct. The Alpha Cronbach values are interpreted through the evaluation done by Bond & Fox (2015) that includes Table 1 below. The Alpha Cronbach value score that can be accepted is 0.71-0.99, as explained by (Bond & Fox, 2015):

Table 1: Alpha Cronbach value coefficient value interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range of Coefficient Alpha Cronbach</th>
<th>Reliability Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9-1.0</td>
<td>Very good and effective with a high consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7-0.8</td>
<td>Good and can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.6-0.7</td>
<td>Can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.6</td>
<td>Items need to be fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 0.5</td>
<td>Items need to be dropped</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data obtained from the pilot research has been processed using SPSS software (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences). Researchers have used the reliability analysis instruction to obtain an alpha coefficient value for every construct and item from the overall research. Overall, the alpha value of the variable of evaluation on the module software development is \( \alpha = 0.96 \). For a student’s perception construct \( \alpha = 0.87 \), content aspect \( \alpha = 0.77 \), technical aspect \( \alpha = 0.83 \) and multimedia aspect \( \alpha = 0.86 \) (please refer to table 2).

Table 2: Alpha Coefficient value for Variable and Each Construct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable / construct</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Alpha Coefficient</th>
<th>Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students’ perception</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>( \alpha = 0.87 )</td>
<td>Good and can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content aspect</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>( \alpha = 0.77 )</td>
<td>Good and can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical aspect</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>( \alpha = 0.83 )</td>
<td>Good and can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia aspect</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>( \alpha = 0.86 )</td>
<td>Good and can be accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>( \alpha = 0.96 )</td>
<td>Very good and effective with a high consistency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

689
All four constructs (students’ perception, content aspect, technical aspect and multimedia aspect) shows different alpha coefficient values. Based on the alpha coefficient values obtained by the construct, it is shown that the instrument is reliable to be used in evaluating the interactive multimedia module software for Shielded Metal Arc Welding amongst the students. This shows the reliability of the overall index is really good and effective with a high consistency because it almost reaches the value of 1.0.

Conclusion
Hence, based on the pilot research, it can be concluded that the validity and reliability is one of the most important aspects and it should be carried out before researches are done on real respondents. Based on the SPSS analysis results that record a good item reliability index, in which the item is in the wanted construct. The results from the analysis are able to statistically prove that the items in the questionnaire have a high validity and reliability and can be used on the students from Vocational College.
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